
How Old is a Tree? 
 
Station Description 
Children will learn what annual rings are, and practice their counting skills by counting the rings to see 
how old the tree was.  They will then use paper and a pencil to draw their own life rings. 
  
Materials List:   
Field trip name tags; or paper and pencil. 
  
Directions 
If you have a field trip name tags you can use that, if not, take a piece of paper and draw several circles 
(smallest in then center and then each growing larger).  Explain that these represent annual rings—laid 
down by a tree each year, and help kids count the rings to determine the age of their “tree”. 
  
At-Home Extension Activity  
At this station we learned that trees add a ring for every year of their life.  Have everyone in your family 
draw their number of rings on a piece of paper (if you are four you will have four rings).  Who has the 
most rings?  Who has the fewest rings?  Does anyone have the same number of rings?  What does that 
mean if they do? 
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